
Award-winning contemporary dance takes a fresh look at the .gif

Debuting at this year’s Edinburgh Festival Fringe, GIF by dos.trenzas is a
contemporary dance duet created by Luciana Matilda and Romina Soriano
presented in association with Mexican company Hekatômbe and C theatre.

Reflecting the presence of imagery in the modern world, GIF draws parallels
between animation and real life through digital format .gif. Highlighting the
nature of repetition in digital imagery this refreshing dance piece from Mexican
artists uses the elements that belong to power of rhythm, repetition, looping and
reverse action. GIF has been presented in several venues around Mexico and
Central America, achieving an Honorific Mention Award at 4x4TJNIGHT, Tijuana,
Mexico.

Hekatômbe is an artistic production platform founded by Catalina Navarrete.
The aim of this platform is to create links helping the production of different
artistic projects for performances, tours, workshops and other services such as
rigging, logistics, mapping or lighting.

An emerging association of young independent female artists that have been
working together for the past five years developing networks for the Mexican
performing arts scene, the association works more specifically for emergent
contemporary dance companies as an outreach to the international market. Even
though this cultural initiative comes from a Latin American country where
support for the arts is unstable and sporadic it stills draws its interest to the
quality and the creative process of the work, in order to offer its audience the
opportunity to connect to themselves through art.

hekatombe.org/dos-trenzas
instagram.com/dos.trenzas

For further information, images
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1t1WLr9muFZad7OBXo_FbWRA8DK64Lf1r?
usp=sharing
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Dos.Trenzas
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Catalina Navarrete at Dos.Trenzas on 521 5541890393 /
hola@catalinanh.com

ten word blurb
Corporeal investigation into the digital format in modern society.

twenty word blurb
Corporeal investigation into the digital format, reflecting the presence of
digital imagery in modern society. From dance artists Romina Soriano and
Luciana Turegano.
fringe programme 40-word blurb
Corporeal investigation into the digital format, .GIF, reflecting the presence
of digital imagery in modern society. Draws parallels between animation and
real life. Highlights the nature of repetition in digital imagery. From dance
artists Romina Soriano and Luciana Turegano.
fringe web blurb
GIF is a corporeal investigation about the digital format .gif, reflecting the
presence of digital imagery in the modern world. The work draws parallels
between animation and real life, and highlights the nature of repetition in
digital imagery. This fresh piece from Mexican dance artists Romina Soriano
and Luciana Turegano uses the elements that belong to the digital format,
and highlights the power of rhythm, repetition, loopback and reverse action.
GIF has been presented in several venues around Mexico and Central
America and the this run at the Edinburgh Fringe is its European premiere.

author
author display

show website
company website

12:55
advertised start time

Listings Information
Venue               C too, St Columba's by the Castle, Johnston Terrace, EH1 2PW, venue 4
Dates               12-27 Aug
Time 12:55 (0hr15)
Ticket prices £3.50-£5.50 / concessions £2.50-£4.50 / under 18s
C venues box office 0131 581 5555 / www.CtheFestival.com/2018/gif
Fringe box office 0131 226 0000 / www.edfringe.com

For further information, images and interview availability please contact Catalina Navarrete
at Dos.Trenzas on 521 5541890393 / hola@catalinanh.com
dos.trenzas2.3@gmail.com
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Award-winning contemporary dance takes a fresh look at the .gif

Debuting at this year’s Edinburgh Festival Fringe, GIF by dos.trenzas is a
contemporary dance duet created by Luciana Matilda and Romina Soriano
presented in association with Mexican company Hekatômbe and C theatre.

Reflecting the presence of imagery in the modern world, GIF draws parallels
between animation and real life through digital format .gif. Highlighting the
nature of repetition in digital imagery this refreshing dance piece from Mexican
artists uses the elements that belong to power of rhythm, repetition, looping and
reverse action. GIF has been presented in several venues around Mexico and
Central America, achieving an Honorific Mention Award at 4x4TJNIGHT, Tijuana,
Mexico.

Hekatômbe is an artistic production platform founded by Catalina Navarrete.
The aim of this platform is to create links helping the production of different
artistic projects for performances, tours, workshops and other services such as
rigging, logistics, mapping or lighting.

An emerging association of young independent female artists that have been
working together for the past five years developing networks for the Mexican
performing arts scene, the association works more specifically for emergent
contemporary dance companies as an outreach to the international market. Even
though this cultural initiative comes from a Latin American country where
support for the arts is unstable and sporadic it stills draws its interest to the
quality and the creative process of the work, in order to offer its audience the
opportunity to connect to themselves through art.

hekatombe.org/dos-trenzas
instagram.com/dos.trenzas

For further information, images
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1t1WLr9muFZad7OBXo_FbWRA8DK64Lf1r?
usp=sharing
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Award-winning contemporary dance takes a fresh look at the .gif

Debuting at this year’s Edinburgh Festival Fringe, GIF by dos.trenzas is a

Sent 07/07 RBW
Debuting at this year’s Edinburgh Festival Fringe, GIF by dos.trenzas is a
contemporary dance duet created by Luciana Matilda and Romina Soriano
presented in association with Hekatômbe (Mexico) and C venues.
Reflecting the presence of imagery in the modern world GIF draws parallels
between animation and real life through digital format .gif. Highlighting the
nature of repetition in digital imagery this refreshing dance piece from
Mexican artists uses the elements that belong to power of rhythm, repetition,
looping and reverse action. GIF has been presented in several venues around
Mexico and Central America.
An emerging association of young independent female artists that have been
working together for the past 5 years developing networks for the Mexican
performing arts scene. The association works more specifically for emergent
contemporary dance companies as an outreach to the international market.
Even though this cultural initiative comes from a Latin American country
where support for the arts is unstable and sporadic it stills draws its interest to
the quality and the creative process of the work, in order to offer its audience
the opportunity to connect to themselves through art.
Hekatômbeisanartisticproduction
platformfoundedbyCatalinaNavarrete.Theaimof this platform is to create links
helping the production of different artistic projects for performances, tours,
workshops and other services such as rigging, logistics, mapping or lighting.
HonorificMentionAward.4  x4TJNIGHT,Tijuana,Mexico.
Venue:  C too main house (Venue 4)
Tickets: Mon-Thu £4.50 c oncession on £ 2.50, £ 3.50, £ 1.50 Dates: 12-27 Aug
2018
Time: 1  2:55 (15min)
Box Office: +  44 (0)131 226 0026
Website: h ttps://tickets.edfringe.com/whats-on/gif
https://hekatombe.org/dos-trenzas
For further information, images
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1t1WLr9muFZad7OBXo_FbWRA8DK64Lf
1r?usp=sharing, or to request a media ticket please contact H ekatômbe on
hola@catalinanh.com or + 5215541890393. Instagramh 
ttps://www.instagram.com/dos.trenzas/
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